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Abstract

The major contribution of this paper is �nding a new and general approach to
decomposing log-wage di�erentials when selection e�ects are present. We divide
the observed log-wage di�erentials between two groups into 1) di�erentials in
predicted log-wages computed using observed individual characteristics and con-
sistent coeÆcients while assuming both groups' stochastic component (unobserved
individual characteristics) of log-wages to have the same mean zero, and 2) dif-
ferentials caused by di�erences in unobserved individual characteristics (selection
e�ects). We compute the average of the selection e�ects by taking sample aver-
age of the residuals of log-wages (observed log-wages minus predicted log-wages)
without relying on the analytical formula(e) for computing the selection e�ects.
Blinder-Oaxaca type decomposition can be applied for the di�erentials in pre-
dicted log-wages in order to �nd the e�ects of di�erences in observed individual
characteristics and the e�ects of di�erences in coeÆcients. We call this approach a
\generalized selection bias (GSB) approach." Our approach can be implemented
with any kind estimation method as long as we can obtain consistent coeÆcients
for the log-wage equation. We illustrate our approach by applying it to the racial
wage di�erentials among women using data from the current population survey.
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1 Introduction

We provide a general framework for a decomposition (discrimination) analysis

of log-wage di�erentials when selection e�ects exist by answering the question,

\How can we use consistent estimates of parameters of log-wages for decompos-

ing wage di�erentials between two groups?". Our framework is independent of

the estimation method used to obtain the consistent estimates. As a result, it

substantially broadens the scope of decomposition (discrimination) analysis.1

The decomposition method introduced by Blinder (1973) and Oaxaca (1973)

has been widely adopted in the analysis of wage di�erentials. Based on the regres-

sion analysis of log-wages, the average log-wage di�erentials are decomposed into

a part explained by di�erences in the average individual characteristics, and a part

explained by di�erences in coeÆcients, traditionally labeled \discrimination."2

It is well recognized that sample selection causes bias in the OLS coeÆcients

of log-wages.3 A decomposition analysis which does not take account of sample

selection, therefore, could over- or underestimate \true" discrimination. Studies

on wage di�erentials and discrimination have adopted the well-known Heckman's

two-step method to obtain consistent estimates of log-wage parameters and ap-

plied the Blinder-Oaxaca type decomposition to the log-wage di�erentials using

1Though we discuss the decomposition method in terms of (hourly) wages in this paper, the
Blinder-Oaxaca decomposition and our decomposition method introduced in this paper can,
with minor revision, be applied to decomposing di�erentials of \any" continuous variables.

2See Becker (1971), Cain (1986) and chapter 2 of Joshi and Paci (1998) for a discussion of
the concept of discrimination.

3We interpret sample selection in broad sense; it includes not only the self-selection issue
but also any kind endogeneity caused by censoring, truncation, etc.
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second step regression estimates.4 However, previous studies based on Heckman's

two-step method are limited to models with relatively simple selection issues, usu-

ally a single selection issue (e.g., participation vs. non-participation).

In this paper, we substantially broaden the scope of the decomposition (dis-

crimination) analysis in order to handle numerous selection issues (e.g., the double

selection model, the censored or truncated regression model, and the switching

regression model). This is done by introducing a new and general framework

to decomposing wage di�erentials which is independent of the choice of estima-

tion method as long as we can obtain consistent estimates for the parameters of

log-wage equation.

The crucial question in getting a Blinder-Oaxaca type decomposition equation

when selection issues exist is \How can we compute the average e�ects of selection

on the log-wages, i.e., the average selection bias?".5 Heckman's two-step method

computes the average selection bias by averaging each individual's selection bias

evaluated using the analytical formula(e) of selection bias. When complicated

selection issues exist, it is problematic to derive the analytical formula(e), which

may have limited the selection issues previous papers handled.

The key observation of our decomposition method is that the average selec-

tion bias can be easily evaluated by averaging the residuals (observed log-wages

4See, for example, Bloom and Killingsworth (1982), Joshi and Paci (1998), and Neuman and
Oaxaca (1998). See Heckman (1979) for his two-step method.

5The selection bias is the di�erence between conditional and unconditional expectations of
the log-wages (Rosen (1986), p. 654).
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minus predicted log-wages) of the selected sample.6 The intuition behind this

observation is remarkably simple. Since selection a�ects the distribution of the

stochastic component of log-wages, the mean value of the stochastic component

in the presence of selection is di�erent from the mean value of the stochastic

component where selection is absent (assumed to be zero). The average e�ects of

the selection on log-wages (average selection bias) can be measured by computing

the average value of the stochastic component of log-wages. Since empirically

the residuals of log-wages represent the stochastic component of log-wages, the

average of the residuals is the average selection bias. Note that our decompo-

sition method requires only that the coeÆcients of log-wages be consistent for

computing the predicted log-wages.7

We divide the average log-wage di�erentials between two groups into average

di�erentials in predicted log-wages and di�erences in average selection bias, i.e.,

log-wages di�erentials caused by di�erences in unobserved individual characteris-

tics (selection e�ects). We treat the di�erences in the average selection bias as a

separate component, and apply the Blinder-Oaxaca type decomposition only to

the di�erentials in the average predicted log-wages in order to �nd the e�ects of

di�erences in observed individual characteristics and the e�ects of di�erences in

their coeÆcients. We call our decomposition method a \generalized selection bias

(GSB) approach" to decomposition analysis of wage di�erentials.

6In this paper, predicted log-wages mean log-wages computed using only observed individual
characteristics and their consistent estimates while assuming the mean value of the stochastic
component (unobserved individual characteristics) of log-wages to be zero.

7Hence, we may also implement our decomposition approach with coeÆcients from Heck-
man's two-step method.
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In the next section, we discuss the econometrics of our GSB approach to

decomposition (discrimination) analysis in detail. In section 3, we implement the

GSB approach to racial wage di�erentials using the current population survey

(CPS). The �nal section concludes the paper with comments on the possibility of

using various estimation methods (semiparametric, Bayesian sampling) and their

implications for decomposition analysis.

2 GSB Approach to Decomposition Analysis

2.1 Conventional Model

The foundation of conventional decomposition analysis is a regression of log-

wages.8 We estimate the log-wage function for group g. This typically takes the

following form,

Ygn = Xgn�g + egn (n = 1; : : : ; ng);(1)

where Ygn, Xgn, and egn are log-wages, 1�KY socio-economic characteristics, and

error of individual n in group g (a and b), respectively; �g is KY � 1 vector of

parameters; E(egn) = 0.

Based on the OLS analysis, the conventional decomposition analysis uses a

simple identity to compute the e�ects of di�erences in average individual char-

8The Blinder-Oaxaca type decomposition analysis without selection issues is called a con-
ventional decomposition analysis in this paper.
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acteristics and the e�ects of the di�erences in their coeÆcients on the log-wage

di�erentials between group a and b. Formally, the decomposition of the di�erence

in log-wages between group a and b can be shown to be,9

Y a � Y b =

8>><
>>:

(Xa �Xb)b�b +Xa(b�a � b�b); or

(Xa �Xb)b�a +Xb(b�a � b�b);
(2)

where Y g, Xg, and b�g are, for each group g (a and b), the sample average of log-

wages (
Png

n=1 Ygn=ng), 1 � KY vector of the average characteristics, and KY � 1

vector of OLS coeÆcients, respectively.

From equation (2), we compute a discrimination coeÆcient (see Oaxaca (1973)

for details) as,

bDg = exp
�
Xg(b�a � b�b)�� 1;(3)

where g = a or b, depending on which group's characteristics are used as weights.

The crucial assumption of the conventional decomposition analysis is that

the sample of each group is randomly selected from the population, hence, the

expectation of egn is zero. However, the expectation of egn might not be zero when

the sample is not randomly selected from population. The violation of a mean

zero assumption results in biased OLS estimates. This, in turn, implies that the

9There are two issues in the discrimination literature. One issue is that the wage di�erentials
between two groups consists of two parts: the gain above the nondiscriminatory (competitive)
wage and the loss below the nondiscriminatory wage. The nondiscriminatory wage is usually
estimated using pooled data. See Oaxaca and Ransom (1988, 1994) and Neumark (1988). The
other is concerning the variances for each component in equation (2). Oaxaca and Ransom
(1998) introduce the delta method to compute the variances of each component.
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conventional decomposition analysis which does not take account of the bias of

the estimates may not correctly decompose the observed log-wage di�erentials.

2.2 GSB Approach: A Two Equation Model

In this section, we discuss the GSB approach and how it provides a general frame-

work for decomposing log-wage di�erentials. We consider a two equation model

to simplify the exposition. The extensions to more complicated selection issues

are straightforward. For each group a and b, equations for individual N are,

Y �

gN =XgN�g + egN(1)

S�

gN =ZgN g + vgN (N = 1; : : : ; Ng);(4)

where XgN and ZgN are respectively 1�KY and 1�KS vectors of socio-economic

characteristics of individual N in group g (a and b); coeÆcients �g and g are

KY � 1 and KS � 1 vectors of parameters, respectively; E(egN ) = 0, E(vgN ) = 0,

E(e2gN ) = �2eg , E(v
2

gN ) = �2vg , E(egN vgN 0) = �egvg if N = N 0 and zero if N 6= N 0.

Y �

gN and S�

gN are latent log-wages and selection variables, respectively. We

observe a binary variable SgN for every individual in group g which has a value of

one if S�

gN > 0 and zero otherwise. The sample size whose SgN = 1 is ng, where

Ng > ng. For individuals whose SgN = 1, a continuous variable YgN is observed

equal to Y �

gN while, for others whose SgN = 0, YgN is missed.10

10The conventional decomposition analysis presumes Ygn is observed without any missing or
censoring, that is ng = Ng.
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The unconditional expectation of log-wages, equation (1), can be written as

E(Y �

gN jXgN) = XgN�g;(5)

since E(egN ) = 0.

Let the conditional expectation of egN , given the value of SgN , be �gN .
11 Then

the conditional expectation of log-wages given that the individual worker is being

selected into the sample by the equation (4) may be written as

E(Y �

gN jXgN ; SgN = 1) = XgN�g + �gN ;(6)

where N = 1; : : : ; ng because only ng observations have data available on Y �

gN .

The log-wages for the selected sample may be written using consistent coeÆ-

cients of log-wages, denoted by tilde ( e ), as

YgN = XgN
e�g + e�gN + e"gN ;(7)

where e"gN = eegN � e�gN and E(e"gN jXgN ; e�gN ; SgN = 1) = 0.

Note that we have de�ned predicted log-wages as log-wages computed using

only observed individual characteristics and their consistent estimates while as-

suming the mean value of the stochastic component (unobserved individual char-

acteristics) of log-wages to be zero. Hence the predicted log-wages are equal to the

11It is called the \generalized residuals" (Gourieroux, Monfort, Renault, and Trognon (1987)).
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unconditional expectation of log-wages using consistent coeÆcients (XgN
e�g). The

selection bias is reduced to the conditional expectation of egN , i.e., e�gN , which

is equal to the di�erence between conditional and unconditional expectation of

log-wages.

We divide the average log-wage di�erentials into di�erences in average pre-

dicted log-wages and di�erences in average selection bias. We can apply the

Blinder-Oaxaca type decomposition to the di�erences in predicted log-wages to

�nd the e�ects of di�erences in observed individual characteristics and the ef-

fects of di�erences in coeÆcients. The decomposition equation (2) is modi�ed as

follows using only the selected sample (SgN = 1),

Y a � Y b =

8>><
>>:

(Xa �Xb)e�b +Xa(e�a � e�b) + (e�a � e�b); or

(Xa �Xb)e�a +Xb(e�a � e�b) + (e�a � e�b);

(8)

where Y g, Xg, and e�g are, for each group g (a and b), the sample average of log-

wages (
Png

N=1
YgN=ng), 1�KY vector of the average characteristics of individuals,

and the average selection bias (
Png

N=1
e�gN=ng), respectively. e�g is KY � 1 vector

of the consistent estimates of log-wage parameters for group g (a and b).

The corresponding discrimination coeÆcient using consistent estimators is

eDg = exp
�
Xg(e�a � e�b)�� 1(9)

where g = a or b, and e� is KY � 1 vector of consistent estimates of log-wage
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parameters.

2.3 GSB Approach: Evaluation

The GSB approach is developed to provide a general framework for the decom-

position analysis, because previous papers based on Heckman's two-step method

are limited to very simple selection issues.12 Compared to previous studies based

on Heckman's two-step method, there are two factors which make our GSB ap-

proach a general framework for decomposing wage di�erentials. First, our GSB

approach does not compute the selection bias (e�gN) itself for each individual

when we calculate the average selection bias (e�g). This is the main di�erence

compare to previous papers based on Heckman's two-step method. The fact that

we don't evaluate the selection bias for each individual eliminates the burden of

deriving the analytical formula(e) of the selection bias. Previous papers have

had to analytically derive the formula(e) of the selection bias or selection bias

correction term (�gN) for each individual because they use Heckman's two-step

method.13 Previous papers based on Heckman's two-step method compute the

average selection bias as the product of the average of �gN and its OLS coeÆ-

cient (�g). In the GSB approach, the average of the selection bias used in the

decomposition equation (8) is measured by the sample average of the residuals

12It is useful to have a general framework which can be applied to any kind selection issue.
One example is Yun (2000) which studies the gender wage gap when two wages (full-time and
part-time wages) are o�ered using the piecewise-linear budget constraint model for estimation.

13The analytical formula for the selection bias in the previous section is �egvg�eg�g . In Heck-
man's two-step method, the product �egvg�eg is estimated as the second-step OLS coeÆcient

(�g) for the �gN = �(�ZgN g=�vg )=�(ZgN g=�vg ).
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of log-wages (eegN = YgN � XgN
e�g).14 We can easily show the equality, that is,

Png
N=1

eegN=ng =Png
N=1

(e�gN + e"gN)=ng = e�g, since
Png

N=1
e"gN=ng = 0.

Second, we divide the observed log-wage di�erentials into di�erences in aver-

age predicted log-wages (di�erences in unconditional expectations of log-wages)

and di�erences in average selection bias. We apply the Blinder-Oaxaca type de-

composition to the di�erences in average predicted log-wages to �nd the e�ects of

di�erences in observed individual characteristics and the e�ects of di�erences in

coeÆcients. Some previous papers based on Heckman's two-step method consider

the selection bias correction term (�gN) as another individual characteristic, and

decompose the di�erences in selection bias into the e�ects of di�erences in the

selection bias correction term and the e�ects of di�erences in its OLS coeÆcients

(see Neuman and Oaxaca (1998) for details).

Theoretically, we might justify our focusing on the di�erences in unconditional

expectations of log-wages by interpreting Y �

gN and YgN as \o�ered" log-wages

and \observed" log-wages (Reimers (1983)). Though this interpretation is very

attractive, its implicit assumption that the �rms and the economists observe

the same individual characteristics is problematic. It is possible that the �rms

observe more worker's characteristics than economists do from the data (Heckman

(1998)).

In fact, the reason why we do not decompose the selection bias stems from

practical considerations. For simple selection issues, applying Heckman's two-

14In practice, we don't have to compute the residuals either to compute the average of the
selection bias. It is because we can compute the average selection bias as the average observed
log-wages minus the average predicted log-wages.
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step method by deriving the formula(e) of the selection bias is not a problem.

However, it becomes very diÆcult to derive the selection bias analytically if the

selection issues are complicated.15 Furthermore, it is possible that Heckman's

two-step method cannot be applied due to conceptual diÆculties (e.g., truncation

issue).16

Another reason is related to the nature of the selection bias. The selection bias

represents the e�ects of unobserved characteristics of an individual on the log-

wages. The unobserved characteristics will be the combination of many factors,

not just a single characteristic of the person. If the �gN is considered as another

exogenous variable, then it is not clear whether �gN and its coeÆcient can be

treated like any other observed exogenous variables and their coeÆcients because

each observed exogenous variable is presumed to represent only one aspect of the

individual's characteristics.

To summarize, the GSB approach can be implented as follows; �rst, com-

pute the means of exogenous variables (Xg) and the observed log-wages (Y g);

second, compute the average predicted log-wages as product of the mean of the

exogenous variables and their consistent coeÆcients (Xg
e�g); third, compute the

average selection bias as Y g � Xg
e�g; and �nally compute the each component

of the decomposition equation (8). The GSB approach computes the average se-

15Of course, it is true that obtaining consistent coeÆcients will be diÆcult using other esti-
mation methods when the selection issues are complicated. However, there are many papers
which deal with complicated selection issues using various estimation methods. In those cases,
our GSB approach will be very useful.

16See Bloom and Killingsworth (1985), Hausman and Wise (1977), and chapter 6 of Maddala
(1983) for truncation issue.
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lection bias by averaging the residuals for selected sample, and decomposes the

di�erences in average predicted log-wages into the e�ects of di�erences in indi-

vidual characteristics and the e�ects of di�erences in coeÆcients. Since the GSB

approach is not restricted to a speci�c estimation method as long as we can obtain

consistent coeÆcients, it frees us from the limited choices of estimation method

previous papers employed. By extending the choices of estimation method, we

may be able to substantially broaden the scope of the decomposition analysis

when there are selection issues.

3 Racial Wage Discrimination Among Women

We apply the GSB approach to racial wage di�erentials between white and other

races using the female sample from March 1995 CPS. This illustration is a direct

application of the two equation model we introduced in the previous section.

3.1 Data

The female sample used in our empirical study is drawn from the March 1995

CPS. The data comes from the outgoing rotation group only, and the responses

to questions about the survey month are used rather than those for last year.17

The sample includes females aged between 25 and 60 who were not in school,

retired, disabled or self-employed. For married women, we exclude those whose

17The information on last year's earnings are used to compute non-labor income. For details,
see Table 1.
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husbands are under 25 years old. We also exclude women whose hourly wage rate

is greater than $40, or whose working hours are top-coded (99 hours per week).

Table 1 describes the variables used for our study.

Table 2 shows the means and standard deviations of variables used in the

decomposition analysis. The characteristics of working women are di�erent from

those of non-working women. Working women are older and have more years of

education than non-working women. Non-working women have a higher marriage

rate among white women but there is little di�erence among other race women.

Non-working women have more children (for both age under 6 and between age 6

and 18) and larger family size. Non-working women also have a higher non-labor

income among white women, but there is not much di�erence among other race

women, which might be related to the marriage rates.

White women are more educated than other race women in both the non-

working and working samples. Though white women have a higher rate of mar-

riage, family size of white women is smaller than that of other race women. The

number of children is not signi�cantly di�erent between white and other race

women. White women, especially among non-working women, have higher non-

labor income than other race women do.

Though both white and other race women are working similar hours, their

wages (measured both in level and log) are signi�cantly di�erent from each other

according to the t-test at 5% (level wage) and 1% level (log-wage), respectively.

We explain racial wage di�erentials in terms of di�erences in individual charac-

13



teristics and di�erences in the coeÆcients using the GSB approach proposed in

section 2.

3.2 Selection Bias Due to Participation Choice

The selection bias due to the participation decision is a well-studied subject in

the area of both labor supply and wage determination.18 Most papers on wage

di�erentials, especially those on the gender gap, address sample selection bias

arising from the participation decision using Heckman's two-step method.19

Women are partitioned into two groups according to their race, whites (g = w)

and other races (g = o). Hence group a and b in section 2 are whites (w) and

other races (o), respectively. For the selection equation, we have a participation

equation. Equations (1) and (4) are respectively latent log-wages and participa-

tion equations. Women will participate in the labor market if S�

gN in equation (4)

has a positive value.

For the GSB approach, we estimate log-wages and participation equations

(equations (1) and (4), respectively) jointly using a full information maximum

likelihood estimation (MLE) method to obtain consistent coeÆcients. For com-

parison purposes, we also use Heckman's two-step method for the decomposition

18Participation is usually de�ned to include employment or unemployment. However most
studies of labor supply do not count unemployment in the de�nition of participation. We treat
unemployment as non-participation to keep the analysis simple. Blundell, Ham and Meghir
(1987) is a rare exception. They include unemployment in the de�nition of participation.

19There are numerous studies which use Heckman's two-step method to correct selection bias
caused by the participation decision; for example, Reimers (1983), Ho�man and Link (1984),
Dolton and Makepeace (1986, 1987), Blau and Beller (1988), Dolton, Makepeace, and van
Der Klaauw (1989), Wright and Ermisch (1991), Choudhury (1993), Wellington (1993), Baker,
Benjamin, Cegep, and Grant (1995), and Joshi and Paci (1998).
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analysis following previous papers.20 The MLE method is implemented using

both Gauss CML (constrained maximum likelihood) program and the SAS NLP

(non-linear programming) procedure (SAS Institute, 1997). The likelihood func-

tion for joint estimation of the log-wages and participation equations is omitted

since this model is well known.21

Tables 3 and 4 show the estimates of log-wages and participation equations, re-

spectively. Most of the estimates of the log-wage parameters for white women are

signi�cant, but estimates for other race women are not very signi�cant. Nonethe-

less, the estimates for both groups of women have the expected signs. The deter-

minants of participation, shown in Table 4, also show the expected signs; educa-

tion increases participation, and the presence of children decreases participation.

Only the marriage variable has an unexpected positive sign. The estimate of the

marriage coeÆcient is not signi�cant in white women but is signi�cant at 5% in

other race women.

Table 5 shows the decomposition results. Some earlier papers based on Heck-

man's two-step method treat �gN and its OLS coeÆcient (�g) as simply another

individual characteristic and its coeÆcient (albeit one pertaining to unobserved

characteristics).22 We treat the di�erence in the average selection bias as a sepa-

20Dolton and Makepeace (1986, 1987) estimate the log-wages and participation equations
using both Heckman's two-step and the MLE methods. To the best of our knowledge, Dolton
and Makepeace (1986, 1987) are the only papers which use the MLE method in the context
of decomposition analysis. However, they use the MLE estimates to compute �gN and its
coeÆcient.

21See Heckman (1974), Mroz (1987), and Zabel (1993) for details.

22Dolton and Makepeace (1986), and Joshi and Paci (1998), among others.
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rate component in decomposition equation (8).23 We have already discussed the

reasons for not pursuing further decomposition in the previous section. Our ap-

proach guarantees a consistent decomposition equation regardless of the selection

issues. We can �nd the analytical form of the selection bias easily in this illus-

tration (�gN = �egvg�eg�gN ), but we may have diÆculty in deriving selection bias

analytically in many cases. This means that we cannot decompose the selection

term into coeÆcient and unobserved characteristics.

We compute the selection bias following analytical formula using Heckman's

two-step method. The sample average of the selection bias (b� Tg b�T
g = b� Tg Png

N=1
b�T
gN=ng)

is 0.03832 and 0.07575 for white and other race women, respectively. From the

GSB approach using MLE method, the sample average of the selection bias

(e�g =
Png

N=1
eegN=ng) is 0.02360 and 0.02374 for white and other race women,

respectively.24

As shown in Table 5, decomposition results from the conventional analysis

using simple OLS estimates and the GSB approach show very similar patterns.

Di�erences in characteristics explain half of log-wage di�erentials (about 57%

(46%) when the coeÆcients of log-wage parameters of other race (white) women

23Reimers (1983), Wright and Ermisch (1991), and Ermisch and Wright (1992) follow this
direction.

24For illustration purposes, we compute the selection bias following the analytical formula
(�egvg�eg�gN ) using the MLE estimates. The sample average of the selection bias following the

analytical formula using the MLE estimates (e�egvge�ege�g = e�egvge�eg
Png

N=1
e�gN=ng) is 0.02363

and 0.02375 for white and other race women, respectively. The discrepancy between the aver-
age selection bias computed by averaging residuals and the selection bias measured using the
analytical formula is 0.00003 and 0.00001 for white and other race women, respectively. The
discrepancy might be caused either because the MLE method fails to obtain the \true" opti-
mization, or because there is a precision problem in computing the �gN , since computing �gN in
extreme area where probability is very close to zero or 1 might be problematic. See McCullough
and Vinod (1999).
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are used), and di�erences in coeÆcients explain other half of the log-wage di�er-

entials (about 43% (54%) when the average characteristics of white (other race)

women are used as weights). This is because the di�erence in the average selec-

tion bias for the GSB approach is virtually non-existent (whites: 0.02360; other

races: 0.02374). The discrimination coeÆcients (in percentage) from the conven-

tional analysis (bDg) and the GSB approach (eDg) are about 3.4% and 4.3% when

characteristics of white and other race women are, respectively, used as weights.

In contrast, decomposition results based on Heckman's two-step method shows

larger discrimination than do those from both the conventional analysis and the

GSB approach. The discrimination coeÆcients (in percentage) based using Heck-

man's two-step method (bDT
g ) are 7.0% and 8.1% when characteristics of white and

other race women are, respectively, used as weights.25 This is because di�erences

in the average selection bias between white and other race women are large and

negative (whites: 0.03832; other races: 0.07575) which means log-wages of other

race women are more likely increased due to their unobserved characteristics.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we answer the question, \How can we use consistent estimates of

parameters of log-wages for decomposing wage di�erentials between two groups?".

By answering this question, we provide a new and general framework for decom-

25If we include the di�erence in the coeÆcients of the �gN as part of discrimination, the
discrimination coeÆcients (in percentage) become 5.1% and 5.6%, still higher than those from
both the conventional analysis and the GSB approach.
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posing log-wage di�erentials when selection issues exist. To answer this question,

we �nd a new and exible way to measure the average e�ects of selection on the

log-wages (selection bias). The average selection bias is measured by averaging

the residuals of log-wages (observed log-wages minus predicted log-wages) for the

selected sample. We divide the average log-wage di�erentials into di�erences in

average predicted log-wages and di�erences in average selection bias. We can

apply the Blinder-Oaxaca type decomposition to the di�erences in predicted log-

wages to �nd the e�ects of di�erences in observed individual characteristics and

the e�ects of di�erences in coeÆcients. We called this approach the \generalized

selection bias approach." Since the GSB approach is not restricted to a speci�c

estimation method as long as we can obtain consistent coeÆcients, it gives us

many possible choices of estimation method. By extending the choices of estima-

tion method, we may be able to decompose log-wage di�erentials with virtually

any kind of selection issue. We have illustrated GSB approach by applying it to

the racial wage di�erentials among women using data from the CPS.

In our illustrations, the fully parametric MLE method has been used to es-

timate log-wages and selection equations jointly. However, the GSB approach is

not restricted to the fully parametric MLE method. It is not crucial which esti-

mation technique is used for the estimation of log-wages and selection equations

as long as the estimation provides the consistent estimates of log-wages. We will

now briey discuss two other methods which have their own merits.

A distribution free estimation method, a semiparametric method, has been
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studied to avoid the misspeci�cation of the error distribution.26 Since semipara-

metric methods usually estimate parameters up to a scale factor, it is diÆcult

to estimate the constant term. Hence, the di�erence in the constants, which is

thought to be a part of discrimination, cannot be calculated. One solution is

to include the di�erence in the constant coeÆcients into the selection bias. The

decomposition formula will be the same, only the concept of the selection bias is

extended to include the di�erence in the constant terms.

Bayesian methods may also be used for the estimation. Since Bayesian estima-

tion gives us the (posterior) distribution of coeÆcients, mean values of coeÆcients

could be used for computing the selection bias and the decomposition analysis

(8), presuming that mean values are consistent estimates of population parame-

ters. An interesting development in recent Bayesian estimation is the Bayesian

sampling method. It estimates the (posterior) distribution of coeÆcients of highly

complicated models by utilizing Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation

methods. We can estimate the distribution of each component of the decomposi-

tion analysis (8), by evaluating them from the sampled estimates in each sampling

round.27

The GSB approach can be implemented in conjunction with any kind esti-

mation method; MLE, semiparametric, and Bayesian estimation, etc. With the

progress of computing technology, the GSB approach is able to handle virtually

26See Vella (1998) and Pagan and Ullah (1999), chapter 8 for a survey of semiparametric
methods. The majority of the semiparametric methods have adopted parametric Heckman's
two-step method, but MLE type semiparametric methods also have been developed (see Galland
and Nychka (1987) and Ai (1997)).

27See Tanner (1996) and Chib and Greenberg (1996).
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any selection issue. The GSB approach is a basic tool for wage di�erentials and

discrimination analysis. It is conceptually simple, and practically versatile.
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Table 1: Variables Used in the Analysis

Variables De�nition and Note

Age Aged 25 { 60 years.

Age2=100 Age squared in hundreds.

Education Number of years of schooling.

Marriage Married = 1, Single = 0. Married but spouse absent is treated
as single.

Children < 6 Number of children under age 6.

Children 6{18 Number of children age 6 { 18.

Family Size Number of family members.

Non-Labor Inc. Sum of last year's survivor's income, interest income, divi-
dends income, rent income, child support payment, alimony.
If married, husband's annual wage of last year is added. Unit
is $1000.

MSA Metropolitan statistical areas = 1, Else = 0.

West West region = 1, Else = 0.

South South region = 1, Else = 0.

Midwest Midwest region = 1, Else = 0.

Northeast Reference region.

Wages ($) Hourly wage rate (level) = usual weekly earnings / usual
weekly hours of work.

Hours Usual weekly hours of work.
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Table 2: Mean Characteristics of the Sample

Whites Others

Mean (s.d.) Mean (s.d.)

Whole Sample

Age 39:694 (9:371) 39:088 (9:368)

Education 13:290 (2:642)�� 12:832 (2:648)

Marriage 0:615 (0:487)�� 0:403 (0:491)

Children < 6 0:294 (0:609) 0:318 (0:656)

Children 6{18 0:618 (0:925)� 0:706 (0:967)

Family Size 2:919 (1:439)�� 3:125 (1:600)

Non-Labor Inc. 25:154 (27:218)�� 13:267 (20:746)

Sample size 3829 894

Non-Working Sample

Age 38:576 (9:434) 37:701 (9:134)

Education 12:326 (2:933)� 11:814 (2:996)

Marriage 0:755 (0:430)�� 0:398 (0:491)

Children < 6 0:622 (0:842) 0:534 (0:882)

Children 6{18 0:799 (1:017) 0:928 (1:122)

Family Size 3:555 (1:483) 3:561 (1:743)

Non-Labor Inc. 33:479 (31:286)�� 14:142 (23:850)

Sample size 695 221

Working Sample

Age 39:942 (9:340) 39:544 (9:406)

Education 13:503 (2:524)�� 13:166 (2:435)

Marriage 0:584 (0:493)�� 0:404 (0:491)

Children < 6 0:222 (0:517) 0:247 (0:544)

Children 6{18 0:578 (0:899) 0:633 (0:900)

Family Size 2:778 (1:390)�� 2:982 (1:524)

Non-Labor Inc. 23:308 (25:876)�� 12:979 (19:631)

MSA 0:737 (0:440)�� 0:816 (0:388)

West 0:185 (0:388) 0:198 (0:399)

South 0:280 (0:449)�� 0:441 (0:497)

Midwest 0:268 (0:443)�� 0:160 (0:367)

Wages 11:723 (6:120)� 11:070 (6:229)

Log-wages 2:331 (0:526)�� 2:254 (0:576)

Hours 37:594 (9:024) 37:960 (7:482)

Sample size 3134 673

a ** and * imply that the null hypothesis, mean of white women is equal to that

of other race women, is rejected at 1% and 5% level of signi�cance, respectively.
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Table 3: Log-Wages

Whites

OLS Two-Step MLE

Est. (s.e.) Est. (s.e.) Est. (s.e.)

Constant �0:214 (0:161) �0:357� (0:178) �0:303 (0:165)

Age 0:059�� (0:008) 0:060�� (0:008) 0:060�� (0:008)

Age2/100 �0:067�� (0:009) �0:069�� (0:010) �0:068�� (0:010)

Education 0:098�� (0:003) 0:103�� (0:004) 0:101�� (0:003)

MSA 0:089�� (0:019) 0:090�� (0:017) 0:089�� (0:019)

West �0:023 (0:025) �0:024 (0:025) �0:024 (0:025)

South �0:104�� (0:022) �0:104�� (0:023) �0:104�� (0:022)

MidWest �0:105�� (0:022) �0:106�� (0:022) �0:105�� (0:022)

� 0:136� (0:057)

�e 0:457�� (0:006)

�ev 0:184� (0:072)

Adjusted R2 0.254 0.255

Others

OLS Two-Step MLE

Est. (s.e.) Est. (s.e.) Est. (s.e.)

Constant �0:102 (0:373) �0:391 (0:509) �0:192 (0:390)

Age 0:039� (0:018) 0:042� (0:021) 0:040� (0:018)

Age2/100 �0:036 (0:022) �0:037 (0:025) �0:036 (0:022)

Education 0:103�� (0:008) 0:113�� (0:013) 0:106�� (0:009)

MSA 0:105� (0:051) 0:106� (0:045) 0:105� (0:051)

West 0:053 (0:063) 0:047 (0:071) 0:051 (0:063)

South �0:101 (0:053) �0:104 (0:056) �0:102 (0:053)

MidWest �0:032 (0:066) �0:040 (0:069) �0:035 (0:065)

� 0:199 (0:217)

�e 0:504�� (0:014)

�ev 0:124 (0:162)

Adjusted R2 0.229 0.230

a ** and * mean statistically signi�cant at 1% and 5%, respectively.
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Table 4: participation

Whites

Two-Step MLE

Est. (s.e.) Est. (s.e.)

Constant �1:626�� (0:525) �1:646�� (0:525)

Age 0:086�� (0:026) 0:085�� (0:026)

Age2/100 �0:108�� (0:032) �0:107�� (0:032)

Education 0:119�� (0:010) 0:120�� (0:010)

Marriage 0:054 (0:077) 0:071 (0:076)

Children < 6 �0:475�� (0:050) �0:478�� (0:049)

Children 6{18 �0:072 (0:040) �0:067 (0:040)

Family Size �0:053 (0:030) �0:049 (0:030)

Non-Labor Inc. �0:009�� (0:001) �0:010�� (0:001)

Others

Two-Step MLE

Est. (s.e.) Est. (s.e.)

Constant �1:418 (0:945) �1:411 (0:945)

Age 0:025 (0:046) 0:022 (0:047)

Age2/100 �0:015 (0:057) �0:010 (0:057)

Education 0:129�� (0:020) 0:132�� (0:021)

Marriage 0:293� (0:147) 0:296� (0:147)

Children < 6 �0:239�� (0:082) �0:244�� (0:082)

Children 6{18 �0:076 (0:063) �0:065 (0:065)

Family Size �0:024 (0:042) �0:021 (0:042)

Non-Labor Inc. �0:011�� (0:003) �0:012�� (0:004)

a ** and * mean statistically signi�cant at 1% and 5%, respectively.
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Table 5: Decomposition Analysis

Observed Log-Wage Di�erentials

Y w - Y o 0.077 (100.00%a)

OLS

Component Logarithm (%)

(a) Di�erence in Characteristics

(a.1) (Xw �Xo)b�o 0.043 (56.24%)

(a.2) (Xw �Xo)b�w 0.035 (45.22%)

(b) Di�erence in CoeÆcients

(b.1) Xw(b�w � b�o) 0.034 (43.75%)

(b.2) Xo(b�w � b�o) 0.042 (54.78%)

Two-Step

Component Logarithm (%)

(a) Di�erence in Characteristics

(a.1) (Xw �Xo)b� T
o 0.047 (60.94%)

(a.2) (Xw �Xo)b� T
w 0.036 (47.31%)

(b) Di�erence in CoeÆcients

(b.1) Xw(b� T
w � b� T

o ) 0.067 (87.69%)

(b.2) Xo(b� T
w � b� T

o ) 0.078 (101.32%)

(c) Di�erence in Selection Bias

b� Tw b�T
w � b� To b�T

o -0.037 (-48.63%)

MLE

Component Logarithm (%)

(a) Di�erence in Characteristics

(a.1) (Xw �Xo)e�o 0.044 (57.75%)

(a.2) (Xw �Xo)e�w 0.036 (46.54%)

(b) Di�erence in CoeÆcients

(b.1) Xw(e�w � e�o) 0.033 (42.43%)

(b.2) Xo(e�w � e�o) 0.041 (53.64%)

(c) Di�erence in Selection Bias

(e�w � e�o) -0.0001 (-0.18%)

a Percentage of observed di�erentials contributed by component is in parentheses.
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